PROJECT VISION

First and foremost the Pavilion needs to be MULTI FUNCTIONAL. The existing Pavilion
is widely dysfunctional whilst structural issues are becoming an ongoing safety and
maintenance concern.
Specifically the existing facility was built for Men playing cricket whilst with no
consideration for female cricketers, other sports or the broader student population.
The existing Pavilion provides;
 No women’s amenities for players or officials significantly limiting field usage
 Change rooms designed for men and with limited privacy
 A small canteen which only opens for cricket games
 Non-compliant disabled access
 Has limited amenity and viewing opportunities
Resulting, the new Pavilion aims to address functional shortcomings by;
 Providing female and disabled amenities with privacy and compliant access
 Delivering a food & beverage capability to service the College precinct and
broader community
 Upgrade existing Pavilion function space to cater for lectures, conferences, intervarsity events and various functions
 Provide gender neutral change rooms for coaches, umpires and officials suitable
for a range of sports
 Provide extensive shaded seating areas to activate the area for the broader
student population and wider community
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Adjacent a major campus entry the Pavilion must showcase world leading architecture
whilst accentuating the site’s heritage setting, natural landscape and river connection.
The Club commissioned Award winning Architects, who demonstrate deep
engagement with their buildings and are experienced working within the University to
focus on Design Excellence and aligning with the UQ Master Plan.
The Pavilion does this by preserving UQ’s heritage and built-form legacy, while creating
a new iconic building. The design demonstrates Architectural and design leadership,
through its physical planning and environmental performance whilst aligning with the
University’s Masterplan to reinforce and celebrate the fine physical setting, creating a
community hub to be enjoyed by more than just cricketers.

Early Concept view of The New Pavilion
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Central to the Pavilion redevelopment is aligning with UQ’s Strategy of creating vibrant
campuses, seeing the University as a place where a broad community interacts and
student life thrives.
WEP Harris Oval sits within the College precinct which is significantly under catered to
in terms of food, beverage and community spaces. This has created a wonderful
opportunity for the new Pavilion to activate this precinct.
The essence of great places lies in their ability to create a deep sense of community
attachment by delivering a meaningful environment for people of all ages and
community groups to enjoy. The Pavilion redevelopment seeks to do this by creating
an iconic place which supports a range of sports and recreational activities.

The Pavilion aims to
create an energetic, fun
destination that
contributes to life at The
University of Queensland
& Brisbane City
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The University’s sporting Clubs offer significant opportunities to further its aspirational
learning and research goals in ways classrooms cannot. The Cricket Club has over 400
playing members and reaches thousands more. Further, UQCC’s alumni has strong
private sector representation providing opportunities to leverage corporate
partnerships.

Sporting communities can facilitate learning and research
opportunities that cannot be found in a classroom
The new Pavilion provides facilities which enable exciting research opportunities
including studies in bio-mechanics and augmented reality which the Club is discussing
with corporate partners.
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UQ Cricket’s management team includes many UQ alumni with a strong focus on
delivering a sustainable community orientated multi-use facility which balances
financial, social and environmental goals whilst creating a benchmark facility for UQ
Students to engage with.
The design aims to accentuate the campus’s natural beauty and landscaping, whilst
utilising elements of passive design and focusing on sustainable material selection,
renewable energy and rainwater collection to minimise the Pavilion’s natural
environment impact.
The Club respects the University’s rich cultural heritage values and recognises the
importance of a diverse and inclusive campus. This philosophy underpins the
development which aims to create lasting community benefit and legacy for
generations to come.
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